DRPA Citizens’ Advisory Committee

November 28, 2012

Attending: Adamson, Boyle, DeSantis, Latko, Leonard, Parker, Patel, Richburg, Venuti; Garry, Huber, Mehta, Melikian, Still, Stuart, Wesley. Guest: Tom Jordan

Guest: John Mattheussen spoke with the committee and answered questions. Topics included the EZ Pass system, the budget, and other matters. There will be three PA meetings of the DRPA board next year and four evening meetings.

The committee’s quarterly recommendations will be presented to the DRPA board in December. The committee reviewed these recommendations and made plans on their presentation.

Jonathan and Ray reported on the bridge tour.

DRPA Board meetings and agendas are now searchable pdfs. This is also true retroactive to 2010. This was accomplished with the help and technical assistance of the committee.